
You’ve heard a lot in the past
couple of years about the
Carbon Express arrows from

Eastman International. High-end
hunting shafts like the Maxima
Hunter were joined in 2010 by mid-
priced Mayhem and Piledriver prod-
ucts, helping the Michigan-based
brand gain significant market share.
On the target side, Carbon Express
shooters firing tiny Nano shafts out-
doors and fat Linejammer or CXL
shafts indoors began winning a larger
share of major tournaments.

Yes, you’ve been hearing a lot
from the Carbon Express brand, but
you’re about to hear a whole lot more.
For 2011 the company is doubling its
investment in marketing. You’ll see
more hunting programs, more pro
shooters and more consumer ads
being sponsored by Carbon Express
this year. That’s all good news for
retailers who stock the Carbon

Express shafts and finished arrows,
particularly for the Gold Level and
Platinum Level independent retailers
who are such important partners for
this family owned business.

To learn more about Carbon
Express and how the brand delivers
on its promises to help archers of all
levels “shoot better,” I spent the day at
the Flushing, Michigan headquarters
of Eastman International. That
evening I interviewed Jim Morrow of
MJC Archery, a 20 year veteran of the
archery retail business who has sold
Carbon Express arrows since their
launch. You’ll see his dealer profile in
an upcoming issue.

Long-time retailers like Morrow
remember when Beman of France
introduced the first pultruded carbon
arrow shafts to the U.S. market in
1989. Morrow said he didn’t care for
them because the bulky outserts
could snag in bag targets and if not

glued-on securely could pull out in
foam targets. Morrow saw the same
problems with the pultruded carbon
shafts AFC began to make in its
Chatfield, Minnesota plant, even
though his friend, Lennie Rezmer,
thought they were a promising
advance.

Rezmer and Morrow had gotten
to know each other as young men
when they worked at Erno’s Archery in
Saginaw, Michigan. Harold Erno had
been a mentor to them both. He’d
encouraged Morrow to open his own
pro shop and gave Rezmer the job
experience that helped him land a
position at the company headed by
Bob Eastman.

Though he preferred to hunt with
traditional gear, Eastman saw the
potential that carbon arrows had to
revolutionize the archery business.
AFC was struggling to gain market
share and Eastman’s firm struck a deal

Getting the Maximum 
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Bob Eastman is Co-Founder of Eastman International and each year is involved with
hosting key dealers on hunts. At left, Eastman and Jim Morrow (second from right) used
matching recurves last August on a Florida alligator hunt. Above, Eastman has begun
using the company’s crossbows when extra punch is needed.
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to take over the finishing and market-
ing of the arrows. As Rezmer recalls
about AFC, “They were a manufactur-
er who could make good carbon
tubes through the pultrusion process,
but they didn’t know what you needed
to make a great arrow.”

All carbon arrows on the market
at that time were being made by satu-
rating carbon fibers with resin and
then pulling them through a die
before curing them with heat and cut-
ting them to length. Different stiff-
nesses (spines) were produced by
varying the outside diameter, mean-
ing retailers had to stock a bewilder-
ing array of outserts, nocks and
points. Since the manufacturing
process aligned the carbon fibers
along the arrow’s length, there wasn’t
enough hoop strength to use conven-
tional internal fit components as were
used with aluminum shafts.

Meanwhile a different and better
way of making carbon arrows was
being developed. The carbon fibers
could be woven into a mat, which was
then saturated in resin and wrapped
around a steel mandrel to form the
hollow tube. With fibers running in
different directions in the same mat
or multiple mats, you could provide
strength both along the shaft and
around the shaft.

During our late January interview,
Rezmer recalled the company was
working with a California composites
firm to develop internal fit carbon
shafts, but Gold Tip beat it to the mar-
ket by about six months. The
Michigan company’s own wrapped
shafts were made initially in
California, and then production was
moved to Mexico to take advantage of

lower labor costs.
If Bob Eastman had kept the

operation in Mexico, there might not
be a Carbon Express brand today. As
the process for building these arrows
became more widely known, brands
came and went and competition
drove down profit margins.  But
Eastman and his son Rob, who today
is president of Eastman International,
didn’t get caught in the squeeze. The
Eastmans already had contacts in the
Orient from having some accessories
manufactured there, and were intro-
duced to a South Korean family that
was producing elegant high end fish-
ing rods from carbon tubing. The
Koreans and Americans agreed to a
joint venture to establish a highly
automated production plant.

The plant would have to be high-
ly automated, because South Korea’s
standard of living and labor costs are

From Carbon Arrows
By Editor/Publisher Tim Dehn
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Rob Eastman is president of Eastman International. The family business holdings
include the Carbon Express, Wild Game, and Gorilla Gear brands, as well as 25 Michigan
convenience stores under the Beacon & Bridge brand.

Wrapping carbon shafts with woven material on the exterior is a patented process
Carbon Express has used for years to provide a permanent camouflage or wood-grained
finish. The company then developed ways to use different wraps on the front and rear of
the arrow to dampen its oscillation on the launch and improve accuracy and efficiency.
The benefits of the patented Dual Spine Weight Forward approach to arrow building are
illustrated above.
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on a par with those in the United
States. At a time when the U.S. manu-
facturing base was eroding, Korean
brands like Samsung and Hyundai
were gaining world-wide respect.
Locating the plant in South Korea also
put it close to Japan, where the world’s
major producers of carbon fiber are
located.

Rezmer said it took about a year
to prepare the Korean facility for pro-
duction. Equipment owned by the
U.S. firm was shipped from Mexico,
other machines were purchased and
modified and some units were built
from scratch. The Eastmans were able
to help fund the costly start-up thanks
to revenue from the large chain of
convenience stores the family owns
and operates in Michigan. (Today
there are 25 of those Beacon & Bridge
stores, with their own gasoline blends
and with an emphasis on stocking
products made in Michigan.)

Eastman International President
Rob Eastman remembers working in
these gas and grocery operations as a
youth. “I’d clean up the ditches, stock
the coolers.” The worst job was dig-
ging the quarters out of the car wash
machines. In winter the coins were
wet and freezing cold and they always
needed cleaning before the bank
would accept them. He’d lug 5 gallon

buckets of quarters home, spread
them out on towels so he could wipe
each one clean, and then dry them
with a hair dryer. Bank tellers learned
to recognize him and put the “next
window” sign up fast: The last to do so
was stuck with helping to count the
quarters for deposit. When he was old
enough to work behind the counter
Rob Eastman served as convenience
store clerk, then went off to earn the
first of three college degrees.

In 1992 Rob Eastman and his
friend Bob Ransom (who would later
found Ameristep) started the
FrameTracker business. They devel-
oped and sold frame-straightening
equipment to body shops, which they
found tended to be in the rougher
parts of town due to the character of
those businesses. The friends more
than survived the experience, they
thrived. “We got
FrameTracker into all
the top automotive dis-
tributors,” Eastman
explained, and then he
managed the sale of the
operation in the mid-
90s. Rob’s next venture
was the Eastman
Outdoors line, which
supplied camping
equipment to the retail

market. That too drew on overseas
manufacturing contacts, as well as
the personnel at the Michigan head-
quarters who could assist with mar-
keting, warehousing and distribution.
The Eastman Outdoors product line
had sales that peaked in the spring, so
it was a good counter-seasonal addi-
tion to the hunting lines.

“Then we morphed into chasing
the turkey fryer trend,” Rob recalled,
with Eastman’s gas-fired cooking pots
showing up in everything from home
improvement stores to high end
kitchenware catalogs. When the
American male’s interest in speed-
cooking turkeys began to wane, the
product line was recast into the
Eastman Outdoors Wild Game line
you see today. The catalog contains
everything from meat cutting knives
and a Grip & Rip Skinning Tool to
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The Korean manufacturing plant originally used the
automatic fletchers made by Norway Industries but has
highly modified them. This photo above shows two of the
fletching stations before the most recent modifications.

It takes about 30 days for arrows built in Korea to make the trip by ship
and truck to the Flushing, Michigan headquarters. That lead time is one
reason the company must have an 80,000 square foot warehouse and
very good people in charge of forecasting and inventory control. I pho-
tographed  Tom Zink running a forklift in one of the arrow aisles.
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We challenge you to find a more accurate arrow than the new Maxima®. With our patented
Dual Spine Weight Forward™ technology, the new Maxima® is a breakthrough in arrow design and

performance. We fuse two carbon spines into one: a stiffer back dramatically increases recovery out of 
the bow; a heavier front acts as “power steering” to guide the arrow precisely towards the target. To see 

the amazing arrow-splitting Maxima® in action, visit our website. Shoot Better. Carbon Express®.

carbonexpressarrows.com

The new Maxima®

won’t just beat 

your arrow. It’ll split

it in two.

The New Maxima® with Dual Spine Weight Forward™
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camo freezer paper. Electric and
manual meat grinders and jerky mak-
ing kits are part of the line, as are
camo-finished slow cookers and a
variety of crock-pot seasoning mixes.
The Wild Game line even includes a
product that won an innovation
award from Popular Science
Magazine: The $200 Reveo Meat
Marinator tumbles the meat under a
vacuum so the tenderizers and flavor
enhancers can quickly penetrate to
the core of the meat fibers.

What have meat saws and
sausage stuffers got to do with hard-
core hunting products? “Our center of
growth is still hunting,” Rob Eastman
told me. “I think we’re the only com-

pany in the industry that goes from
field to table. We can take you all the
way from pre-season scouting with
Gorilla blinds, through hunting with
Carbon Express arrows and broad-
heads, through sharing your harvest
with friends and family using Wild
Game products.”

The Wild Game product line is
important to Eastman International
for the size of the revenue stream it
generates and because sales are pri-
marily in the fourth quarter, not dur-
ing the third quarter when bowhunt-
ing sales peak. The do-it-yourself cat-
egory is growing, Eastman said, yet
while Wild Game is a popular product
line with the box stores and catalogs,
it hasn’t gained a big following with
independent retailers.

However, it was the independent
retailers who put this company’s

arrow business on
the map and who
continue to make
it a leading suppli-

er of arrows today. “When we started
with carbon arrows Easton had a lock
on the arrow market,” Rob Eastman
recalled. “We couldn’t crack it. No dis-
tributor would buy our arrows. They
didn’t want to risk losing the market-
ing dollars available to ‘Easton
Exclusive’ distributors. So we got in
the car and drove from door to door to
archery pro shops, and the dealers
supported us. They didn’t want to be
told to carry just one kind of arrow.”

Eastman likes to compare archery
pro shops to the better ski and golf
shops. Those are places where the real
enthusiasts in those sports can get fit-
ted with equipment and can get the
advice that gives them an edge.
Independent archery retailers, the
kind who understand what it takes
from archery equipment to shoot
really well, became the ideal conduit
for the Carbon Express arrow line.
That’s because the brand includes
many distinct arrow choices with dif-
ferent specifications based on what
needs they’re intended to satisfy. If
you’re looking for an arrow line that’s
easy to understand because the prod-
ucts are separated primarily by how
straight they came off the production
line, it isn’t Carbon Express.

I’d gotten a primer in earlier
meetings with Lennie Rezmer in the
Carbon Express approach to building
better arrows, but now I was taking an
advanced course. The executive vice-
president, known by some friends in
the industry as “Captain Carbon,”
spent months at the Korean factory
helping to set up production and he
returns there four or five times a year.
The Korean owners are frequently at
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Eastman International has an in-house
graphics department. Above, Darrell
Neugebauer proofs packaging labels
intended for arrows and crossbow bolts.

Monica Whitburn is part of the in-house
sales staff and has been with the firm for
nine years. Spread out in front of her are
four 2011 hunting catalogs covering dif-
ferent product lines.

Lennie Rezmer drew a chart where spine is
shown vertically and rotation horizontally.
For top accuracy you want spine to vary little
from the initial measurement as the shaft is
turned. At right you can see the K-360 degree
weave used on the exterior of the three
Mayhem series shafts. At far right is one of
the several spine testing units at the factory.
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THE BEST ARCHERY TARGETS IN THE WORLD
PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Rinehart RhinoBlock targets wins         
Field & Stream Best of the Best Award

Rinehart Targets wins           
Best Buy foam targets - Gold

Rinehart Targets wins Readers 
Choice award for 3-D Line - Gold

 Woodland Buck

 NASP

 18-1

 RhinoBlock

 RhinoBlock XL

 RFT

 RhinoBrute

Presenting  
Rinehart’s award winning line-up!

We’ve been making “The Best Archery Targets In The World” for years. 
     

But, don’t take our word for it!  
Rinehart’s impressive 2010 line-up of awards and distinctions from industry pros, esteemed publications  

and consumers around the world speaks volumes about Rinehart’s commitment to staying on the forefront  
of innovation and excellence.

And Rinehart isn’t slowing down in 2011 with the introduction of exciting new products sure to thrill shooters of every stripe, 
including the all-new RhinoBlock XL™ – the award-winning RhinoBlock design loaded with signature Rinehart features in a 

larger, 18”x18” size.  Also, check out our new Rinehart Woodland 3-D Buck target!
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the Michigan headquarters of their
U.S. partners and their top manage-
ment hunts at Bob Eastman’s Tens &
Better lodge each fall. There’s a free
flow of information both ways: At
times improvements come from
Rezmer’s relentless testing and tinker-
ing, at times the Koreans make an
improvement in a process and the
Carbon Express team in the U.S. fig-
ures out how to take advantage of it.

Rezmer came to our interview
armed with photos of the Korean
plant’s testing and manufacturing
equipment. Understandably, he did
not show me photos of the computer

controlled, laser equipped machinery
that allows it to build millions of
shafts per year to exacting specifica-
tions. Rezmer asked me to imagine a
very simple carbon arrow, made with
one resin impregnated material
where the carbon fiber goes around
the circumference, followed by a sec-
ond where the fibers run the length.
It’s easy to see that the inner layers
would be providing hoop strength to
resist splitting, while the longitudinal
or length-wise fibers provide the
impact resistance and the stiffness we
can measure as spine. You can then
grind the exterior of the shaft to dis-

guise the joint, and you can grind it
further to give you a range of spines
needed to fit different bow weights.

If you draw a simple spiral repre-
senting how you might roll up a car-
bon arrow by this process, you’ll see
the spine must vary at points around
the circumference, because the
amount of carbon certainly does. The
process of grinding down shafts to
manipulate the spine can accentuate
this, Rezmer said, producing hard and
soft spots you may even be able to feel
with your hands as you bend and roll
the shaft across something like a table
edge. Unless you can identify the high
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Carbon Express had a crossbow testing machine built so it could contin-
ue to refine its line of “crossbolts.” The brand already offers the industry’s
widest line for the crossbow hunter and at least one new model is in the
development stage. At right, Lennie Rezmer is shown with the company’s
high-speed camera during arrow flight testing at the Korean facility.

Operations Manager Lee Toup oversees the warehouse and shipping
departments but also performs many of the crossbow repairs.
Crossbows are a relatively new addition to the Carbon Express line
and for now all repairs are coming back to the headquarters so man-
agers and engineers can see what’s gone wrong with the units. At
some future date the company will set up experienced retailers
around the country as repair centers.

John Biafore has worked most of his career in the sporting
goods industry, first for a major golf equipment manufactur-
er in Michigan and then for a Taiwanese firm that sold carbon
pre-preg to sporting goods manufacturers. “Pre-preg” is a
mix of resin and carbon and Biafore said varying the type of
carbon and the percentage of resin changes the qualities of
the finished product, whether it is a bike frame or arrow .
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and low spine, mark the shaft and
fletch each one with exactly the same
orientation for the nocks and vanes,
you can’t expect the shafts to react
exactly the same as they come out of
the bow.

How does Carbon Express build
arrows with more uniform spine char-
acteristics? For a start, the factory can
draw from a selection of up to 50 dif-
ferent arrow building materials. Some
of these have fibers aligned in one
direction, while many use woven car-
bon or carbon composite mixes and a
few use heavier composites, like fiber-
glass or Kevlar. There’s no grinding
down of shafts to vary spine. “We use
a different type of carbon for each
spine,” Rezmer explained. Multiple
layers can also be used to produce a
spine consistent in all 360 degrees,
since you can offset the joints where
the fibers come together. “Some of
our shafts have seven layers,” I was
told. A third key to spine control is
“watching how things come togeth-
er,” Rezmer said as he showed me a

technician using a stereoscope to
view a joint under extreme magnifica-
tion.

If you accept that different mate-
rials can be used to produce different
spines, what’s to prevent you from
using different materials along the
same shaft to vary that spine? That’s
the secret of the Dual Spine Weight
Forward feature in the company’s top
target and hunting shafts. Carbon
Express was fortunate to patent the
use of a woven material on the arrow’s
surface: That’s how it produces the
smooth BuffTuff finish that quiets its
arrows across the rest and lets it offer
camouflage shafts that won’t wear out
their colors even after thousands of
shots into foam targets. By using
heavier weaves on the front end of
shafts the company can build arrows
with a beneficial weight forward bal-
ance. By combining a relatively heavy
BuffTuff Plus weave on the front of the
shafts with a lighter and stiffer
Diamond Weave on the back of shafts,
the company can offer increased

accuracy on its better hunting and
target shafts because they stabilize
quicker out of the bow.

The Korean plant has an entire
floor devoted to testing and research,
Rezmer told me, and one of the pieces
of equipment he has spent extensive
time using there is a high speed cam-
era for recording arrow flight. The
camera shoots 36,000 frames per sec-
ond and requires a brilliant bank of
lights and specialized software to
operate. “I’m constantly tinkering
with products,” Rezmer said, some-
times to the annoyance of the sales
department that would like him to
leave great-selling products alone. If
he’d done that, the company might
never have developed the Dual Spine
Weight Forward concept. Arrows flex
off the rest and under high speed pho-
tography you can see they don’t start
to rotate much until that flexing set-
tles down. Shafts with a softer spine in
front and a stiffer spine in back stop
flexing and start rotating much soon-
er, Carbon Express has proven with its
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high speed photography. It is promot-
ing that concept now by describing it
as arrows that combine a power steer-
ing front end with a shock absorber
rear end. The 80 page 2011 Carbon
Express catalog puts it this way: “Dual
Spine Weight Forward keeps your
arrows on the path you intend. Rapid
Recovery: The material used to con-
struct the back part of the arrow spine
is stiffer and manages energy like a
‘shock absorber’, harnessing the
power of today’s high-performance
bows. This ‘shock absorber’ design
dramatically improves arrow recovery
out of the bow making it shoot
straighter and faster for more consis-
tent, tighter arrow groupings.
Guidance Control: The material used
to construct the front part of the
arrow is heavier and more forgiving,
guiding the arrow immediately upon
release, providing ‘power steering’ to

put your arrows right where you want
them.”

After Carbon Express shafts are
cured in ovens and polished, they are
tested to make sure they meet specifi-
cations. A passing grade in straight-
ness for the value-priced Predator II
hunting shaft is plus or minus .006
inch. The latest versions of the popu-
lar Maxima Hunter shafts can vary by
no more than .0025, while the new
Maxima Blue Streak Select has to be
straight to within one thousandth of
an inch (.001) over its length.
Premium arrows within the line are
weighed on two high speed sorting
machines so within a dozen there is
no more than a one grain variation in
weight. The weight tolerance is just 2
grains for the Heritage, a composite
shaft finished to look like cedar that
includes carbon and other fibers to
give it the heavier weight that tradi-

tional shooters
prefer. On the low
cost Predator II
hunting model,
shafts are still

weighed to keep within 3 grains.
Machines checking for straight-

ness and weight can run at fairly high
speeds, but checking for spine consis-
tency requires flexing and rotating the
shafts one at a time while a laser
micrometer reads the deflection val-
ues. There are correspondingly more
of those test units at the Korean plant,
even though that final specification is
reserved for target shafts and the
upper end hunting shafts. On the
hunting side the 360 degree spine
consistency to within plus or minus
.0025 of an inch is guaranteed for the
Mayhem Hunter, Mayhem Hot
Pursuit and the four new Maxima
choices for 2011: Maxima Blue Streak
Select, Maxima Blue Streak, Maxima
Hunter and Maxima Hunter KV.
Carbon Express considers that last
model the strongest arrow available
on the market, since it includes a layer
of Kevlar fiber that by weight is five
times stronger than steel. 

I’ve mentioned a lot of arrow
models to this point, and still haven’t
covered all the hunting choices or

Quality and Systems Manager Dave Vergara helped Gorilla
Treestands with its newest treestands and safety harnesses. At
right I photographed VP for Engineering Jeff Pestrue with a
Covert crossbow and a prototype for the Alaskan EXP stand made
for the separate Gorilla Treestands corporation. The stand com-
bines a quiet cast aluminum base with a comfortable Expedition
seat that includes backrest and armguards. Pestrue and Rezmer
alternate trips to the Orient to help monitor production. Below,
Pestrue watches weight-sorting of arrow shafts in Korea.

20
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touched on what Carbon Express can
offer target shooters. The same
patents, sophisticated production
techniques and passion for innova-
tion are evident in the target shafts.
Rezmer showed me two extremes.
The Nano-Pro is a slim target shaft
designed for minimal crosswind drift
during outdoor shooting in FITA, NAA
and NFAA competition. Built from
what’s referred to as 46-ton carbon, it
is just .212 inches in diameter for the
stiffest .350 spine, and weighs 9.5
grains per inch as that size.

The Nano-Pro looks spaghetti
thin when you set it next to the “wide
body” X-Jammer-27 Pro. Engineered
to be the ultimate indoor 20 yard spot
target arrow, it has the .414 inch diam-
eter that is the maximum allowed in
most sanctioned tournaments, for
great line-cutting ability. The shaft
walls look paper-thin. They are made
from the company’s tough Diamond
Weave carbon and weigh just 7.5

grains per inch. The ability to make a
carbon shaft that thin, light and flexi-
ble means this is a more forgiving
arrow than other companies can offer
indoor shooters, Rezmer said. In the
past long-draw archers had a real
advantage indoors, because the big
diameter shafts had high spines that
were a closer match to their setups.
Short draw archers would have to
shoot those shafts with heavy points
and leave them over-long to effective-

ly weaken the dynamic spine for their
setups. That heavy point hanging
inches in front of their bow magnified
any little error. Now with the X-
Jammer-27 Pro, Carbon Express has
given more indoor shooters a very for-
giving shaft that recovers quickly out
of the bow.

I’ve mentioned less than half the
arrow models available from Carbon
Express, and arrows are only part of
what’s under that brand name. 

A friendly and knowledgeable customer
service staff is ready to answer questions
from dealers and distributors. Part of the
team includes (above) Stacey Rezmer
(rear), Jennifer Yott (seated) and Joi
Patton. Greg Jones (below) is a technical
expert on the products and also works
trade and sport shows for the company.
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There are all the arrow compo-
nents you’d expect, including new
Lazer Eye lighted nocks that are just 8
grains heavier than the standard
Carbon Express nock. 

There are 17 broadhead choices,
including a new 125 grain version of
the F-15 Dual Blade Broadhead. Made
from solid 440 stainless steel through
a patented PIM (pressure injected
molding) process, these heads use
side by side cutting blades to produce
a wound channel whose cross-sec-
tion is up to 2-1/2 times what you’d
see from a conventional head of the
same cutting diameter. 

One of the biggest changes has
been introducing crossbows to the
Carbon Express line. Carbon Express
was already a major supplier of cross-
bow arrows, or “carbon crossbolts” as
the company calls  them. The compa-
ny took two X-Force crossbows it was
already making, developed two high-
er performing Covert models, and
placed them under the Carbon
Express banner. For this year it devel-
oped a 36 page catalog devoted to
crossbows, accessories and cross-
bolts. Jeff Pestrue, the company’s vice
president of engineering, said these
crossbows have performance, styling
and features equivalent to crossbows
costing up to twice as much. They’re
designed to be maintenance free,
thanks to features like compression
molded limbs and Lok-Tite being

used on all fasteners. 
Pestrue knows how reliable these

crossbows are, because in a single day
of testing he’s taken up to 600 shots. I
don’t mean on a cycling machine, I
mean by cocking and shooting the
unit exactly the way a consumer will.
“If there’s anything that’s going to go
wrong with a crossbow, it’s likely to
happen within the first 200 shots,” the
19-year company veteran explained.
“That’s a lifetime of shooting for some
customers. That’s how we found out
trigger boxes can loosen up over time,
if you don’t Lok-Tite them in.” Carbon
Express crossbows are built by a trust-
ed manufacturing partner overseas,
and in preparation for the 2011 sales
year Pestrue is having 30 of each
model shipped to the Michigan head-
quarters for testing. Then he’s plan-
ning a trip to the overseas factory,
where its managers will be opening
boxes at random, assembling cross-

bows, and putting
200 shots on each of
them under Pestrue’s
critical gaze.

Pestrue takes a
similar approach to
Gorilla Treestands
and its products built
at a factory in China.
Before authorizing
the factory to ramp
up for the year’s pro-
duction. “I’ll make
them set up every
treestand, even use
the climbers. I get
them thoroughly
intimate with the

product they’re building for us.” This
year Gorilla Treestands has an
Alaskan series of three stands that use
a cast-aluminum base instead of the
conventional welded aluminum or
steel. Too new to make the 40 page
2011 catalog of treestands, climbing
aids and safety harnesses, they’re in
addition to the dozen treestand
choices that were already in the 2011
line. (Don’t look for blinds in that
hunting catalog; they are in their own
Gorilla Gear catalog.)

The responsibility for making
sure the great looking products in the
five catalogs I carried home with me
from my interviews actually reach
dealers’ shelves, falls on the shoulders
of John J. Biafore, Jr. He is chief oper-
ating officer under President Rob
Eastman and Co-Founder Bob
Eastman. For the past two years
Biafore has been responsible for the
execution side of the business. Biafore
spent most of his career in the golf
industry, an industry that like archery
is fueled by innovation and has been
transformed by carbon shafts replac-
ing metal shafts in most clubs. Like
archery, golf is a business that
depends heavily on pro shops to train
newcomers to the sport and to help
the true enthusiasts get the most from
their equipment, like matching the
“whip” or spine of a golf shaft to the
shooter’s size, strength and style of
swing. Like archery, golf products are
also sold through mass merchants,
the catalog giants and the chain stores
like Dick’s Sporting Goods. In the case
of the Carbon Express arrows, mid-
end and high-end models all carry
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Jim Morrow stocks aluminum arrows in a storage area but
what he displays at his two pro shops and what he recom-
mends to customers are the many Carbon Express styles.
Below, this Mathews Edition Maxima Hunter is available only
to authorized Mathews retailers like MJC Archery.

When UPS stops to pick up at Eastman International, it brings a semi. This is a section of
the main plant, while a brick headquarters building is a short distance away.
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Minimum Advertised Prices (MAP) so
full-service retailers are not put at a
pricing disadvantage.

None of those avenues of distrib-
ution react well to shortages, Biafore
told me, so it’s a challenge to schedule
production and shipping and distrib-
ution so that each of the thousands of
SKU’s the Carbon Express and Gorilla
brands represent are available when
retailers want them. “We manage this
business knowing we’re going to carry
product over from year to year. We
don’t try to create demand by running
out of things.”

Still, with several Maxima shaft
styles, several spines in each style,
and then choices in how you want
them fletched, you can see how the
number of SKU’s on the arrow line
can build up rapidly. When there is a
temporary shortage, it’s nice to be one
of the Carbon Express Platinum or
Gold level retailers. They’re first in line

to have their back-orders filled,
Lennie Rezmer told me, they have
first crack at any discontinued mer-
chandise and they receive both spe-
cial pricing and fall dating. Carbon
Express supplies display racks to
those dealers, as well as promotional
banners and “wearables” like the cus-
tom-embroidered shirts those dealers
were sent prior to this year’s ATA
Show. To reach the Gold level a dealer
needs to have $4,000 in annual orders,
and for the deeper Platinum price dis-

counts you have to spend $8,000 in
the Carbon Express brands. In either
case, your orders can include up to
eight crossbows.

There was a time when to gain the
Platinum Dealer status, you had to
agree not to stock other arrow brands.
That is no longer the case. This com-
pany is confident that whatever your
customer wants to spend on a dozen
arrows, he won’t find a better product
at that price level than he can get with
Carbon Express.
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 Exclusive Water Repellent Treatment
 ExoDry® Membrane
 Completely Sealed Stitching
 Micro Fleece Lined Pockets & Hood
 Available in Wood’N Trail Big Game Camo
 Sizes: Small – 3XL

CALL TODAY!
...and book your 2011 hunting apparel  

program. Early bird discounts and  
unheard of payment terms available.

#CWS301

800-992-6338
www.woodntrail.com

Wood’NTraild NTraild NTTra lil
Rain Suit®

#CWS300

Erik Eastman works on the Beacon &
Bridge side of the business. He led the
effort to re-brand the company’s Quik-
Sav convenience stores under a name
that reflected the state’s heritage of light-
houses and the Mackinac bridge. Erik
also has been key to changing the prod-
uct mix at the 25 stores to support more
Michigan manufacturers, a move that
was well-received by the public.

Erik is seated by some of the company’s
awards and is holding an innovation
award presented by Popular Science
Magazine for the Reveo meat marinator
that is part of the Wild Game line.
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